Ab initio electron propagators in molecules with strong electron-phonon interaction. I. Phonon averages.
Ab initio electron propagators in molecular systems with strong electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions are considered to study molecular electronic properties. This research is important in electron transfer reactions where the electron transition is not considered any longer as a single electron transfer process or in temperature dependences of current-voltage characteristics in molecular wires or aggregates. To calculate electron Green's functions, the authors apply a small polaron canonical transformation that intrinsically contains strong electron-phonon effects. According to this transformation, the excitation energies of the noninteracting Hamiltonian are shifted down by the relaxation (solvation) energy for each state. The electron-electron interaction is also renormalized by the electron-phonon coupling. For some values of the electron-phonon coupling constants, the renormalized Coulomb integrals can be negative resulting in the attraction between two electrons. Within this transformation, they develop a diagrammatic expansion for electron Green's function in which the electron-phonon interaction is included into the multiple phonon correlation functions. The multiple phonon correlation functions are exactly found. It is pointed out that Wick's theorem for such correlation functions is invalid. Consequently, there is no Dyson equation for electron Green's functions. The proposed approach can be considered for future method developments for quantum chemical calculations that include strong nonadiabatic (non-Born-Oppenheimer) effects.